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Cat lovers and francophiles rejoice—The Cat in the Hat in English and French is back in print!
Perfect for teaching beginning readers simple, conversational French or English, the story is
here on each page in the language the reader already knows, to guide him or her in the
language they are learning. The repetition makes it ideal for learning new words, and the
hilarious plot makes it easy to read again and again. Learning a new language has never been
so much fun!

About the AuthorTHEODOR SEUSS GEISEL—aka Dr. Seuss—is one of the most beloved
children’s book authors of all time. From The Cat in the Hat to Oh, the Places You’ll Go!, his
iconic characters, stories, and art style have been a lasting influence on generations of children
and adults. The books he wrote and illustrated under the name Dr. Seuss (and others that he
wrote but did not illustrate, including some under the pseudonyms Theo. LeSieg and Rosetta
Stone) have been translated into thirty languages. Hundreds of millions of copies have found
their way into homes and hearts around the world. Dr. Seuss’s long list of awards includes
Caldecott Honors for McElligot’s Pool, If I Ran the Zoo, and Bartholomew and the Oobleck, the
Pulitzer Prize, and eight honorary doctorates. Works based on his original stories have won
three Oscars, three Emmys, three Grammys, and a Peabody.
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Le Petit Prince (French Language Edition)



Courtney L, “American Mama and French Daddy WIN!. We have a bilingual home because I'm
American and Hubby is from France. Important note, I don't speak cohesive French at all. At our
house, we love Dr. Seuss. I introduced Dr. Seuss to Hubby when we starting collecting books for
our baby, and he fell in LOVE with them. And Hubby is very very VERY good about reading (not
just speaking) to our little kiddo in French, but Dr. Seuss was like IMPOSSIBLE to translate on
his own because of the made up words and the specific rhyming patterns. Enter in Cat in the Hat
in English and French: it was perfect! This is actually what I got Hubby for Christmas and he
loves it. He did say some of the words are changed to make it work, so it varies slightly from the
original English story... BUT he thought it was well done and the overall theme is the same. Done
well enough that we actually got copies to give to our niece and nephew in France to share what
we love with them. I love that it has both English and French text on the same page: makes a
great reference for putting together the vocabulary and comparing the languages next to each
other, and it is only one copy of the book. I have 2 Hortons, 2 grinches, etc because of the desire
to have both languages in our home; So that fact that it is one book with both languages is a
HUGE plus for me! Other great thing is it is all original art work, no variance there. So 5 stars
from our family!”

Tina D, “French and English. My 6 year old grandson was so excited and proud to read this to
me in French! Traditional Classic Cat in The Hat!  - no changes.”

Donna, “A gift for a French speaking child. The English is a plus.. This book was a gift for a
sponsored child through a major international charity. I am sure the child, his friends and
schoolmates would have loved it-something that could have been shared. Unfortunately, he will
never receive it. Between customs and the post offices over there, things disappear or never get
delivered. Apparently, a lot of other people like these books too!”

Lucy, “Two languages really cool!. I haven’t read this yet but I’ve read the cat in the hat so many
times, I bought this because it’s also in French. And I figured I could maybe learn some French at
the same time.”

Alonzo, “As Described. Brand new book, with both languages as described.”

Catherine Grace, “Both languages on the same page, French even rhymes!. I love that it has the
French and the English. The illustration is great! But I have to say, Dr. Seuss is really only great in
English- ha!I appreciated, however, that the French translations stays rather true to the original
while also rhyming. Many of my other French children’s books don’t. So thanks!”

kitty56, “As stated.. I bought this for the French class, and the teacher was pleased.”



Gogol, “Great book to teach your children French. Very good book especially if you have a family
who speak/use both English and French. The French text is much larger so if you are reading
the story to your child in English at first its a little hard to follow. Its very well illustrated and as its
a hardback it can last grubby little hands.One reason I knock one star off is because the pages
are made of quite cheap paper and while I say the cover will probably stand the test of time the
pages probably wont and look like they will tear very easily.”

N. Parham, “Excellent product. This is the classic cat in the hat story told both in French and
English on each page. We purchased it for my 4 year old when he started at a French school.
Initially he wanted only the English read to him, but has now (aged 5) asked for both English and
French. It is an excellent quality book - a good buy.”

Grandad Bike, “Does just what it says. A good find - French and English text so you don't have to
keep looking up words in a dictionary. The French version is not written in rhyme, being just a
very close translation in everyday French.”

Lenka, “Five Stars. Lovely book, very practical in bilingual edition for reading English and French
as foreign languages.”

The book by Dr. Seuss has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 922 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Board book: 16 pages
Reading age: 2 - 8 years, from customers
Grade level: Preschool - 2
Item Weight: 9.1 ounces
Dimensions: 6.75 x 0.4 x 9.31 inches
Hardcover: 63 pages
Lexile measure: 430L
Paperback: 32 pages
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